Across

4 Leaf on the Northern Line causes chaos for those who’ve slipped (6)
6 ‘I’d nip Tom’ is wrong answer when you’re only halfway there (8)
9 Gesture again, then give up (6)
10 Broken tap in a crap pub can alter itself (8)
11 Cain’s brother (pissed) gets headless thistle and half a toilet then thinks he knows the tune (11)
15 ‘Hal, um, in a minute’ stalls chemist while hiding chemical (7)
17 I sanely wander in these fields after death (7)
18 Clone oddity to produce a variety of plant (11)
22 Broken bat, balls, two quid and a franc needed for this game (8)
23 Unwell sheep in a seaside attraction (6)
24 Ape and Otter get pissed and go to see the gondoliers, for example (8)
25 Reaction to ‘Satanic Verses’ in England, without half of the secret service, would have been acute (6)

Down

1 The wig (tousled) is massive (6)
2 Oscar and honey maker, on the way, play with a gnu (10)
3 Eve’s dinner, with nothing added, co-ordinates a lack of consciousness (8)
4 Break ranks in fright and denounce (8)
5 Debts after torn muscle (without me) would be lavish (8)
7 Arise Sir! I have you in my eye! (4)
8 What a dinosaur and a young chap from last century have in common? (1,3)
12 Damage mace and salute, then cut bollocks off! (10)
13 Drunken bride licks (but not in South Carolina) and appears to be a flapper (8)
14 Nude Tina is abused in the swamp (8)
16 In bed (upside down) Edward owes money (8)
19 Smacked out dealer takes Dalek to its target (6)
20 Haircut of deaf Romans? (4)
21 Train prostitute to sit on Noel Edmond’s head (4)
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